NEWS
from the Primary Phase
Friday 22nd July 2022
Dear Parents and Carers
I cannot believe that we have already reached the end of another academic year! There has been much to
celebrate from around the school this half-term.
All children across Key Stage 2 were treated to a “Live and Inspired” concert, in which a group of visiting
professional musicians, performed inspirational music to our children for free! The Key Stage 2 music
curriculum requires children to experience live music so this was an opportunity that we snapped up. On
Wednesday 15th June, the entire primary phase took part in our own ‘Race for Life’ event, organised
brilliantly by Miss Sinead Maguire. We have raised over £1500 for cancer Research!

This June, children from Years 4-6 participated in our very first ‘Town Sports.’ All of the children were
fantastic and we ended up with three ‘Town Champions.’ Years 4 and 6 have enjoyed a class ‘Retreat Day’ at
the Southbourne chapel this half-term with Juliette and Liz. Year 4 also took a trip to Hampton Court Palace
and impressed the adults accompanying them with their Tudor knowledge, whilst Year 2 have been treated
to a performance and workshop related to their learning all about ‘The Great Fire of London!’
On Wednesday 29th June, we celebrated our school Feast Day with a whole-school, open-air Mass at the
Southbourne Site. It was wonderful to be able to gather together with the entire St. Peter’s community for
the first time in two years. Music for the Mass was provided by our Year 6 worship band, which was
particularly brilliant and brave! Oliana, William, Kitty and Nicholas from Year 5 led the psalm and bidding
prayers, and Maisy and Henry from Year 2 were involved in bringing up the gifts during the offertory.
During our ‘Ethos Day,’ we all enjoyed a walk over Hengistbury
Head. This was followed by a trip to the beach for our
Reception cohort and a sports festival at the Southbourne Site
for Years 1-6! The children did especially well given the
sunshine and heat we were blessed with for the occasion.
This final half-term has involved the momentous process of preparing our Year 6 children for their transition
to the secondary phase of their education. They have been treated to a retreat day with Juliette at the
Southbourne Chapel, lessons led by specialist teachers from the Drama, Science, Geography and Art
departments, and a visit from Miss Johnson – the Head of Year 7. Much of their time this half-term has been

spent preparing their ‘Troy Story’ Production, linked to their summer term theme ‘The Ancient Greeks.’
Everyone in Year 6 contributed to make the show a success. They used the skills they have developed during
their time at the primary phase to drive all aspects of the production themselves – from writing to local
businesses in order to gain sponsorship for their show, to designing and creating their set, props, costumes
and programmes. During each performance, the children welcomed their audience members, managed the
scenery changes and sound, and sang and acted their hearts out. They emanated pure joy and it was
impossible not to smile throughout. I am so tremendously proud of the talents they have worked hard to
maximise and the way in which they support and champion each other in their collaborative endeavours.
They really are a very special group of children!
Their final week at the primary phase has been even busier! Year 6 have
enjoyed a residential trip to Fairthorne Manor, where they took part in a
range of adventurous outdoor activities including paddle boarding, raft
building, and bush craft skills. Last night, they attended a special
‘Presentation Evening’ to celebrate their time at the primary phase and to
showcase some of the many talents they have developed during their time
here. It was a wonderful evening and a fitting tribute to them all. Today,
Years 4-6 gathered in the hall, along with some of our Year 6 families, and
Father Kevin came to celebrate Mass in thanksgiving for our Year 6 children.
They will certainly be greatly missed at the primary phase next year.
However, they are very ready for this exciting next step – even if I’m not
ready to bid them farewell!
Finally, I would like to thank the entire primary phase team – they have just
been absolutely incredible this year, once again! Every member of staff has
gone above and beyond to ensure the very best for our children and I really
cannot express my appreciation enough.
Sadly, we are saying a very fond farewell to a number of members of staff who are moving on to new
adventures this year. Thank you to Mrs Liddell, Mrs Oakley, Miss Maguire, Mrs Seggins, Miss Folland, and
Miss Joy for their invaluable contributions to the primary phase. We wish them all the very best and every
happiness in their future endeavours. We also wish Miss Cullen well as she moves up to the Southbourne
site with our Year 6 children. We keep Mrs Ryan in our prayers as she prepares for the arrival of her baby –
how she has continued to be her usual brilliant self, especially given the recent heat wave, has amazed us
all! Congratulations go to Mr Lane and his wife who have recently welcomed their baby girl into world and
to Miss Dhoot who is getting married this summer!
I wish you all a safe and happy summer break and really look forward to welcoming everyone back in
September.
Warmest wishes,
Liz Pritchard
EWN@st-peters.bournemouth.sch.uk
Notices for September
From September, we need to ensure that our learning commences at 8:30am sharp, when our school day
officially starts. Classroom doors will be open from 8:20am so that the children can go straight in as soon as

they arrive. Parents and carers will now need to have left the school site by 8:35am (when the gates will
be locked). If you arrive after this time, you will need to go to the school office.
We would like to keep our existing arrangements regarding PE kit because we are saving a significant amount
of learning time. Please continue to send your child/ren to school wearing their PE Kit on the days that they
have PE. I will communicate the new PE timetable to you ahead of the children’s return to school on Monday
5th September.
Primary diary dates, Autumn Term 2022
Thursday 1st September

Staff training day – School closed for children

Friday 2nd September

Staff training day – School closed for children

Monday 5th September

Classes Resume for Year 1 to Year 6

Monday 5th September

Reception Classes School visit

Tuesday 6th September

Reception Group 1 Start

Thursday 8th September

Reception Group 2 Starts

Monday 12th September

Reception Group 3 start

Reception News
In Reception we have been enjoying thinking about the summer and our new
topic, At the seaside. This is always perfect timing as the children can base their
talk on their real- life experiences. Our Power of Reading text for the topic is
‘Stanley’s Stick’ by Neal Layton. In this story, Stanley takes a trip to a beach with
his stick. His stick can be many incredible things. We have been imagining that our
stick becomes all sorts of wonderful things and have used this for a stimulus for
our writing. Our children have become such wonderful writers. Well done,
Reception!
Carrying on from our Science based thinking in our ‘Bog Baby’ topic, we have been
looking at sea creatures and thinking about their habitats - we now know that
every creature has a home that is just right for it and can talk about why! This is a
picture of some of the ocean habitats we created through small world play.
Art has also been so enjoyable through this topic. We have created seaside
paintings, sculptures, and have even loved making sea creatures out of recycled
materials based on the work of Angela Pozzi. We love to recycle and know how
important this is to the world!
As part of the Geography strand of our topic, we have focused on where we live, with it’s seaside location, and have
looked at different features such as: groynes, cliffs, promenade, shore… the list goes on and on! We have also enjoyed
a trip to the seaside and created our own posters to help people think about keeping the beach clean!

Posters by Joshua and Lola

We have had a wonderful time consolidating all our maths skills; reinforcing our understanding of subitising and
number bonds to 10 and counting in different number patterns such as 2s and 10s. In the class role play area, we have
set up an Ice Cream Parlour and have enjoyed paying for delicious lollies with our 1p,2p,5p and 10p coins. We are so
proud of the automaticity of answers in class when we enjoy our maths lessons.
In RE, we have been introduced to a new word called ‘Sacraments’. We know God is with us at all times, but He is also
with us in extraordinary times such as our baptism. We acted out our own mini baptism in our chapel and have loved
looking at all the photos of each family’s special day on Tapestry. Thank you all so much for sharing this with us! There
was much excitement in the Reception Year Group as we headed to ‘Big St.Peter’s’ for our special feast of St. Peter
and St. Paul mass. Our coach was a double decker and was just fantastic! We were able to talk about places we know
in the area and the ways we go to get home, and were able to experience a mass with children all the way up to Year
13!
Our exploration of God’s wonderful world has continued day-by-day in Reception. Miss Zielinska has helped to nurture
a real love of; new life, growth and change, as she has helped us plant so many wonderful things in our Outdoor
Classroom. We have also been busy labelling each plant so everyone knows what is growing. Our Lady is now
surrounded in colour, thank you boys, girls and Miss Zielinska.

Every single child and parent deserve the most blissful holiday after an action- packed year. As a Reception Team, we
could not be prouder of the achievements of the youngest children in our ‘St Peter’s Team’.
Oxford Reading Buddy will still be available to you over the holidays so keep reading! Write about everything you do.
Notice everything you see: patterns in words, numbers and nature. Whatever it is, just keep your eyes open and talk
about what you see.
Have a wonderfully, fun and restful summer!
With our love,
The Reception Team 😊

Year 1 News
Over the past few weeks, the children have been thoroughly enjoying the twists and turns of their topic book, The
Magic Finger, by Roald Dahl. With the theme of hunting creating much debate, we proceeded to write letters to Boris
Johnson to share our strong views on this matter.
Throughout this topic, birds featured heavily in our focused text. The class have loved
learning about different types of UK birds and completed facts cards to show all of their
research.
Linking to the theme of the girl being born with Magic, the children crafted their very
own magic trick and performed a magic show for each other. It was heart-warming to
see how enthusiastic and excited they were about taking their magic tricks home and
sharing the ‘magic’ with friends and family. We hope you enjoyed the shows they put
on for you! Following on from this design activity, the children then set to work to write
a set of instructions telling other people how they could make a similar magic trick. We
are so proud of the progress they have made in their writing this year. From checking
punctuation to choosing the correct grapheme when spelling, they are utilising all the
learning they have had this year.

This half term, we have also looked closely at the illustrations in the book and have studied
the work of Quentin Blake. The children collected natural items from our school field which
we then rubbed onto our drawings, creating a colourful image to re-create the textures used
in images from Quentin’s art. In our science lessons, the children explored the properties of
different materials. Using water and wind (hair dryers!) we investigated which material
would be the best fit for the Gregg family, who had unfortunately been turned into birds
and kicked out of their home!
In our RE lessons, the children have been re-telling the story of Pentecost. When thinking
about the journey that the disciples took after Jesus has risen, they thought about how they
would have felt with the huge jobs ahead of them to continue Jesus’ work. The children had
the opportunity to create spirit kites to fly the holy spirit. They thought about ways they
could spread the word of God to others.
After many months without assemblies, this year the children have loved receiving their certificates in our weekly
Friday Achievement assembly. It’s been great to see how many children have been working hard on Mathletics to gain
their silver certificates. In Maths this half term, we have been unpicking how many Tens and Ones are in a 2-digit
number and representing this in part and whole models. Moving on from this, the children have been considering the
value of different coins; how many 1ps in a 5p, how many 10ps in £1 etc. Using their knowledge of money, they have
been purchasing items from the Year 1 shop and sometimes even challenging themselves to think about how many
ways they could pay using various coins.
We would all like to say a big thank you for your support with reading and phonics this year. The progress of the
children speaks for itself and we couldn’t be prouder! We really hope you all have an amazing summer break and wish
you all the best for next year! Well done Year 1, we can’t wait to hear about your continued success in Year 2 😊
Miss Dhoot, Mrs Seggins, Mrs Rodriguez and Mrs Bush.

Year 2 News
This year’s cohort have been the first to experience our brand-new topic, Fire! The children have thoroughly enjoyed
learning about the Great Fire of London and have blown us away with how many facts they can recall. So many of the
children have come into school excited to share their research from home, demonstrating their high engagement
within this topic.
We began our theme by making bread and we linked this to where the Great Fire of London began (in Thomas
Farriner’s bakery on Pudding Lane). Since then, the children have written information texts, character profiles, diary
entries and poems. One of their favourite people to learn about was Samuel Pepys who buried his cheese and wine
when the fire began. They all found it fascinating that he then went back to retrieve these precious items!
In Geography, the children have compared rural and urban areas. They have discussed why London has more human
geography than Bournemouth and have been able to list both the human and physical features confidently. During
History, the children have looked at changes in London over time. They have learnt about how houses were made and
why this made the fire spread more than it should have. In the last week, we were treated to a visit from the fire
service who brought in fire engines for the children to look at. Thank you for your support with the children’s 1666
costumes for their workshop with ‘State of Play’. The children thoroughly enjoyed the performance and also the
workshop in which they used their knowledge to support their acting.

In RE this half term, the children have been continuing to learn about Pentecost.
They have continued to look at the gifts of the Holy Spirit and have remembered
the promise that Jesus kept. More recently, the children have been learning
about Sacraments. We have looked at many of these including: Baptism,
Eucharist and Matrimony. The children have been amazing at explaining what
happens during each of these Sacraments and have been able to link it to their
own experiences. We would just like to thank the children for their
OUTSTANDING responses in RE during their time in Year 2. It has been an
absolute pleasure to teach such reflective and thoughtful learners.
Finally, we would like to thank you for your continued support this year. The children have coped so well with the
amount of writing they have done this year. They made us extremely proud during their SATs quizzes - especially after
an unsettled couple of years. We are so impressed with how the children have matured heading towards the end of
the year and we will miss them all very much!
Good Luck Year 2! We have no doubt you will continue to work hard in Year 3!
We hope you all have a lovely summer holidays and a well-deserved rest.
Miss Pepper and Miss Morris

Year 3 News
Wow! What an incredible last half term it has been. The children have thoroughly loved
our ‘We are Explorers’ topic. At the start of the theme, the children all came in dressed
as explorers and got to navigate around the field using maps to find a secret code. This
allowed the children to have a feel for what it would be like to be an explorer trying to
find something! Using our story, The Green Ship, the children wrote their own adventure
stories finding something they were going to explore! These were so enjoyable to read
and really inspired the children to write even more of their own stories, on the theme of
exploring, at home and at playtimes too!
To have more of an understanding of exploring things near home, the children were
visited by Sian Brewer from the New Forest National Park Authority. Her mission was to
help the children understand how the New Forest has evolved over time and how it has
been used. Within an hour, the children learnt about four distinct periods of time in the
history of the New Forest, and had the opportunity to handle a deer skin, a horse’s skull,
a pilot’s jacket, deer antlers, and photos of Hatchets Cross airfield. You can imagine their
faces as these artefacts popped out of the bag! The children’s questions were amazing.
The session ended with the children being given a picnic mat with the map of the New Forest on. The children worked
in their colour groups to find certain symbols and places. It was an awesome session and we are sure that your children
would have come home and mentioned that they would like to go explore the New Forest with you! If you are looking
for a family outing during the summer holidays, then why not head to the New Forest Heritage Centre in Lyndhurst.
It’s free and great for the whole family to learn more about this wonderful park which is right on our doorstep.
In science, we have been learning about magnets and forces. To start the topic, the children went into the gym and
took part in activities that allowed them to experience the forces of ‘push and pull’. Next, they carried about an
investigation where they explored how toy cars travel differently down slopes depending on the amount of friction
present. The children then had the opportunity to use magnets to find magnetic and non-magnetic materials and to
see how different magnets have different strengths. After finding out how magnets work, the children made their own
compass and learnt how compasses have helped explorers to navigate their way around the world.
As you will have seen, the children have thoroughly enjoyed looking after our ‘Science learning garden’ which initially
started as a ‘Victorian herb garden’. Under their care, it has flourished, allowing them to actually see the life cycle of
a plant, and to become more confident with looking after plants and understanding their different parts and functions.
They have found out about some of the plants they can munch on and how some of the flowers can be used within
different dishes. Many children liked eating the Nasturtium flowers! Using toilet rolls as biodegradable planting pots

the children were able to take their own plant cutting and plant it. The question that we are all
left with is- ‘Will they grow into new plants?!’.
Excitingly, many children celebrated their ‘First Holy Communion’ and looked wonderful in their
special outfits, creating special, unforgettable memories. In Religious Education, we have been
looking at Pentecost. We have looked at the story of Saul becoming Paul. We have looked at when
the disciples were given the gift of the Holy Spirt after Jesus ascended. We thought about the gift
they received and had many discussions around how they would have felt. We then looked at
where the Holy spirt is present within Mass and how Catholics can be confirmed into the church.
In Maths, the children have been working so hard to tell the time! We have looked at minutes to and past the hour.
The children have had hands-on experience of making a time on their mini clocks and this has really helped to
consolidate their understanding. The children also looked at the 24-hour clock and made their own timelines of their
days. The children got to work out durations of time using bottle messages as if they were real explorers!
To celebrate the end of our ‘Explorer’ topic, the children chose an art medium to create their own Green Ship. This
was followed by the children making and eating cucumber sandwiches, and trying different flavoured waters, which
they had made using herbs from our garden - just like Mrs Tredegar in the Green Ship.
A fantastic year in Year 3 has come and gone. The children have been absolutely incredible and we have had the best
time with them! We thank you all for your support over the year and for allowing us the wonderful privilege of teaching
your children. We wish you all a very Happy Summer! Remember that over the summer it’s a good idea to keep your
child’s skills sharp by continuing to use Oxford Reading Buddy, Times Table Rockstars and Mathletics so that in Year 4,
they can hit the ground running! We also encourage them to keep a daily diary, where they can challenge themselves
to write 5 sentences (one beginning with a fronted adverbial, one extended with a co-ordinating conjunction, one
which includes a subordinate conjunction, one 2A sentence and one 3- action sentence).
The Year 3 Team x

Year 4 News
What a cracking final half term we have had in Year 4! Our ‘Terrible Tudors’ topic has been a
huge hit with the children and we have been fortunate enough to experience a trip and a
Tudor themed day, amidst a range of other exciting things. The rhyme of ‘Divorced,
Beheaded, Died, Divorced, Beheaded, Survived’ has been repeated so often, I think some of
us might have been chanting it in our sleep!
We kicked off the topic exploring the Battle of Bosworth, where Richard III was defeated by
the almighty Henry VII. The children produced fabulous recounts of the sequence of events,
created their own Tudor Roses and flags and used these to produce a dramatic re-enactment
on the field. Disclaimer: No children were harmed in the mock battle!
We swiftly moved onto exploring one of history’s most famous monarchs, Henry VIII. The children were fascinated to
learn about his six various wives and have become a fountain of knowledge - able to detail who they were and why
Henry eventually became fed up of them. They created fantastic explanation texts which really showcased just how
much historical knowledge they have absorbed. They have all become historians and have asked so many questions
to develop their own understanding of the topic. We have been extremely impressed at how motivated the children
have been - some have even been continuing their research at home!
At the start of July, we were fortunate enough to visit
Hampton Court Palace. Whilst the trip didn’t go quite
according to plan, it was lovely for the children to actually
see where Henry lived, the haunted corridor where
Catherine Howard got dragged off to the Tower of London
and to get a taste of life in a Tudor Court. All the adults
were extremely impressed with their behaviour and
patience on the day, they did us proud!

Tudor Day allowed the children to explore other elements of the Tudor period, learning about; Tudor houses,
Shakespeare and Tudor cuisine. Their costumes were amazing. A huge thank you to adults for helping make them look
so Tudor-esque!
In RE, we have been exploring the story of Pentecost and unpicking the scripture to further understand how the Holy
Spirit enabled the disciples to speak different languages. They wrote fabulous witness accounts, imagining they were
at the scene and considered their senses to help describe the scene. In the following lesson, they became artists and
created their own representations of the Holy Spirit from what they imagine it to look like.
Supporting the ‘Race for Life’ event was really special for the children. They really
dug deep and persevered to complete their laps round the track. It was a rather
hot day, nonetheless, the children continued to run with huge smiles on their
faces.
Exploring money, shapes and time have been our final maths topic this year. With
so many people now using cards to pay for items, children found the money topic
a challenge. Using an analogue clock is also becoming less of an everyday skill, and
the children are more comfortable with digital! We encourage everyone over the
summer to keep practising money, telling the time and recalling their times tables at speed!
It has been such a privilege working with such a wonderful cohort of children this year and we feel truly blessed to
have experienced so many light bulb moments with them.
The Year 4 Team x

Year 5 News
This half term, Year 5 have been busy learning all about London as part of our exciting topic, Forces in Motion. At the
start of our topic, we enjoyed learning about the famous landmarks in our capital city by reading A Walk in London.
We particularly enjoyed learning about the royal history of Buckingham Palace and the Tower of London. After
researching these landmarks, we wrote our own story about the London Eye, replicating the writing style of Salvatore
Rubbino, the author of the text. In particular, we focused on our use of direct speech and how this can contribute to
the plot and pace of the story. We also learnt how to use commas effectively to help clarify information, particularly
before a name or date. In addition to this, we were able to combine our geographical and artistic skills to create a map
of London, detailing where key London landmarks are located.
Year 5 have really enjoyed reading our Power of Reading text, The London Eye Mystery, where they have worked as
detectives to uncover the truth about Salim, a character who mysteriously went missing whilst on board the London
Eye. Throughout the topic, we have made some creative and insightful predictions about his disappearance, adapting
these as further revelations are made. As part of this, we explored the writing style and structure of a character
description and witness statement, identifying the audience of and purpose for writing.
Aunt Gloria, one of the main characters from the text, is described as leaving a trail of devastation in her wake just like
the infamous Hurricane Katrina. In geography, we have learnt about how and where hurricanes are formed by locating
tropical climates on a map and labelling parts of a hurricane on our own geographical diagrams. Using Hurricane
Katrina and New Orleans as a case study, we then considered the social, economic and environmental impact of
tropical storms.
Throughout The London Eye Mystery, references are made to popular artists, including Andy Warhol and M.C. Escher.
In Art, we spent time researching the Pop Art movement, identifying its origins and unique style. In particular, we
focused on the work of Andy Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein before creating our own artwork based on prominent

London landmarks. To do this, we made our own print blocks and practiced the technique over overlaying. This artistic
style was then compared to M.C. Escher who creates geometric artwork in the form of tessellations.

In Science, we have been learning about different forces by planning enquiry questions and conducting our own
investigations. In particular, we enjoyed exploring gravity and air resistance by using elastic bands and force meters to
measure how gravity affects the mass of an object. We were able to identify the independent and dependent variable
as well as those that need to be controlled in order to ensure the validity of our results. Children found average times
having mastered the ‘best of three’ approach for recording results of parachutes - even though some were affected
by the windy conditions! This reinforced the importance of repeating experiments if our results have abnormalities.
We are truly proud of the hard work, enthusiasm and motivation shown by all of Year 5 this year and the exceptional
progress they have made. Year 5, we have loved teaching and learning with you – you have all been superstars!
Thank you for all your support this year. We hope you have a relaxing and enjoyable summer holidays.
The Year 5 team x

Year 6 News
Year 6 have had a fantastic last half-term and have truly made the most of all the wonderful learning opportunities on
offer as part of our topic, Shakespeare Rocks. In Literacy, we have been learning about William Shakespeare and the
many plays and poems he wrote throughout his lifetime. In particular, we have been focusing on the story of Romeo
and Juliet, retelling this famous tragedy using all the language features we have learnt this year. Whilst reading this
play, we worked collaboratively to analyse and unpick the meaning of many words and phrases which are often
confusing for a modern audience. After creating our own ‘Shakespearean’ dictionaries, we were able to replicate his
writing style when planning dialogue between characters.
In our topic lessons, we have also enjoyed learning about the world in which Shakespeare lived. In geography, we have
been using various 16th century maps to identify key geographical features of Shakespeare’s birthplace in StratfordUpon-Avon. We then compared the human and physical geography of Stratford-Upon-Avon and London, identifying
the push and pull factors which would have influenced Shakespeare’s decision to migrate to London in search of acting
experience and theatrical work. Throughout Shakespeare’s lifetime, his company would often perform at the royal
courts of both Queen Elizabeth and King James I. In history, we have been exploring the reign of both monarchs as the
country changed from Tudor to Stuart rule. As part of this, we have been considering the impact of war and plague on
Shakespeare’s playhouses, analysing how society at the time would have reacted to these challenges.
As part of our transition to secondary school, Year 6 have been fortunate
enough to experience a variety of lessons taught by specialist secondary
teachers. In our geography taster session, we considered how we could live
more sustainably and searched for examples of this around our school site.
In science, we were given practical experience in dissecting vital organs and in
art we explored how to express ourselves in the form of a sculpture, challenging
our own beliefs about what constitutes a piece of artwork.
We have also immensely enjoyed spending time at the secondary site before
transitioning to Year 7 in September. We particularly enjoyed our Year 6 Retreat
Day in the school chapel where we planned and led our own class liturgy.

This half term, we have also been busy practising our Year 6 production, Troy Story. We are so proud of the time and
effort Year 6 put into perfecting their lines, songs and performance together. The production was a huge success and
we thoroughly enjoyed performing for our school community.
A further highlight of the past half-term was our first ever residential to Fairthorne Manor. We had a fantastic time
together and enjoyed participating in a range of outdoor activities, including crate building, paddle boarding and
ziplining. Singing songs around the campfire and dancing together at the evening disco was a perfect way to end a
busy few days.

In the final week of term, we celebrated the many achievements of the past year at our Year 6 rewards evening and
celebration mass. These were both wonderful events which enabled us to join together as a year group one last time,
drawing our time at the Primary Phase to a close.
We are so proud of all the hard work and enthusiasm Year 6 have shown this year. They have all made exceptional
progress and are truly ready for the next exciting chapter of their education. You are all superstars and we can’t wait
to hear of all the fantastic things you go onto achieve at secondary school.
Thank you to the parents/carers for all your support this year. We hope you have a restful and enjoyable summer
holidays.
The Year 6 Team.
Forest School News
This half term saw the final groups from Reception, Year 1 and Year 2 embark upon their Forest School programme,
and it was the turn of RSR, 1AS and 2LM.
After a very successful nature scavenger hunt and memory game in the opening week, the groups then explored a
plethora of activities. We have been busy with den building, bug hunting, clay modelling, tight-rope walking on our
slack line, and utilising our new portable microscopes donated to us by Amanda from Sustrans! Thank you Amanda!
We were also blessed with a visit from Ollie of Year 6, our resident bird expert, and after his amazingly informative
talks we enjoyed some bird spotting challenges! Ollie has promised to come back to teach us more when he is in Year
7 next year- thanks for all you have done for Forest School Ollie, and we hope to see you presenting your own nature
programme soon!
Our Reception children also have enjoyed tree rubbing and they successfully made animal shelters for our resident
cuddly toy owls, rabbits, fox and mouse! Years 1 and 2 enjoyed making, cooking and eating their very own pizzas, and
as you read this all the groups should have celebrated their final session with marshmallows melted on the campfire!
This year has seen our site develop with a wild area growing and nearly 400 trees planted! Thanks to all who have
helped with this! A special thanks to Zach from Caritas who has been helping each week in our sessions as well. Our
next goal: a wildlife pond!
Have a wonderful summer everyone, and see how much wildlife, big and small, that you can spot during your weeks
off! Mr Motte

Music News
KS2 were treated at the beginning of this term to a fabulous performance called “Live
and Inspired”, organised by Soundstorm. They were taken on a musical journey
through history, via the cello, piano and turntables! The children thoroughly enjoyed
the performance, and learnt about the journey from Baroque music to the current day.
Year 5 have continued learning brass instruments in their classes, with visiting teacher
Mr Bacon. The whole year group have learnt either the cornet, trumpet or trombone
for the term, and it has been amazing to hear their results! If they would like to
continue learning brass in Year 6, there is an opportunity to sign up for brass
progression lessons to start in September – please see the attached link:
https://forms.office.com/r/WzQaJweqXE
It has been wonderful to have choir and orchestra rehearsing again “as normal”, and
we have been treated to some lovely performances at Sports Day and Year 6 Awards
Evening. The Year 6 orchestra also played a very important role in helping lead the
worship at the St Peter and St Paul Mass at the Southbourne site in June.
Year 6 have also been tremendously busy with their recent production of Troy Story,
which saw every member of Year 6 participate, either in singing, acting, backstage
crew, front of house, sound technicians or props makers! They were absolutely
amazing and made memories that will stay with them (and me!) for a very long time.
Many of our talented musicians have enjoyed exam success this term, both in and out
of school. Mrs Parfitt’s piano students have had a particularly successful term – Luche
and Evie passing their initial exam with distinction, Bruno Grade 1 with distinction,
Sophie Grade 2 and Ollie Grade 3 with merit. Well done to all children who have taken
exams on their instruments – I know what a scary experience these exams can be!
If you would like your child to learn an instrument in September (Years 3-6 only), then please fill in the form attached
here: https://tinyurl.com/4tu2d9yv ALL children wishing to learn need to have completed a form, whether or not they
have learnt before – lessons do NOT automatically continue in September. We say “thank you and goodbye” to Mrs
Elkins (singing) and Mrs Cozens (piano), and a temporary goodbye to Mrs Vincent (violin) who is going on maternity
leave. In September, all piano lessons will be taught by Mrs Parfitt, singing lessons by Mrs Nicole Dawson and violin
lessons by Mrs Byles. Mr Speller will continue with drums and ukulele, and Miss Ashman will continue with woodwind.
We also welcome Mr Bacon to the team, teaching brass.

Sport News
A massive well done to all the children who took part in the
recent ‘Town Sports’ event back in June. The annual
Athletics competition at Kings Park is the pinnacle of the
school sporting calendar and children from St Peter’s were
competing against other schools from the Bournemouth,
Christchurch and Poole area. The children performed
brilliantly and their conduct throughout the day was
exemplary. I’m delighted to tell you that we finished the
event with three town champions! A big congratulations to
Scarlett (Y6 Throw), Daria K (Y6 600m) and Emmie (Y5
600m) who all won their events and were crowned the best
in their age group at those particular disciplines. What
pleased me the most was the enjoyment, enthusiasm and
teamwork on display from all our young athletes who were
a credit to themselves and the school.

Dr Bike!
A huge thank you to Amanda from Sustrans who has supported our
children this year by delivering cycle and scooter skills sessions – all of
which were a big success! Amanda also hosted a ‘Dr Bike’ session in which
she carried out free safety checks on over 50 bikes! She changed multiple
brake pads, cables and housing and adjusted several gears. Have a look at
the before and after pictures. In the first one, you can see that the pad is
very worn and cable fraying. The after shows it all replaced. Thank you,
Amanda!

Summer Holiday Reading Challenge
Over the summer holidays, we are holding a reading challenge - with a
difference! We would like the children to pose for a photograph whilst reading
their favourite book…somewhere totally original, crazy and bonkers!
Ideas include:
 Reading on a trampoline
 Reading upside down
 Reading next to a famous landmark
The more creative the better!
Please send the photograph to your new class teacher or bring it to school with you on the first day back in September.
We will share your pictures and put them up in the reading corner for all to see!
Who will find the most original place to read, I wonder?
I can’t wait to see all of your creative ideas!
Miss Pepper

Bournemouth in Bloom Competition
This year we took part in the Bournemouth in Bloom Schools’
Competition. We were supplied with a trough and soil, and Mrs
Zielinska, along with the Reception children, planted some
established plants and sowed some seeds. The trough was
painted and decorated by the children attending Forest
School. Although we did not win the competition this year, we
received a Certificate of Excellence and a plaque, and will try
again next year!

Catering
From September, our new catering company will be Caterlink. Earlier in
the term, our Year 2 children enjoyed a food tasting session. We are
looking forward to their delicious food at breakfast club and lunchtime
from September!

A message from Dorset & Wiltshire Fire and Rescue Service:
Dorset & Wiltshire Fire and Rescue Service want your child to have a fun and safe
summer. Please take a moment to discuss with your child how they can help keep
themselves and others safe, especially as they become older and more independent
and may be spending time outside with friends rather than family:
•

•

•
•

Fire safety outdoors: BBQs and campfires. Due to the high fire risk, BBQs and
campfires are banned in many parts of Dorset. If you do have a BBQ further
safety advice can be found here Dorset & Wiltshire Fire Service | Barbecues
(dwfire.org.uk) If clothes catch fire: stop, drop and roll. If someone is burnt:
cool, cover and call for help [http://Burns%20and%20scalds%20%20NHS%20(www.nhs.uk)]Burns and scalds - NHS (www.nhs.uk) Never play
with matches or lighters.
Water safety: If possible swim at a lifeguarded beach between the flags. Jumping directly into water can cause
cold water shock. If you do fall into water unexpectedly, or feel scared when in water then Float to live: lie on
your back with your arms and legs out like a star until your breathing calms. If you see someone in trouble in
the water, encourage them to Float, do not enter the water yourself, if possible throw them something to hold
on to and call 999 and ask for the coastguard if at the coast or fire and rescue service if inland. Be aware of
tides and currents and underwater hazards. Further safety information can be found here: Know the risks
(rnli.org)
Road safety: always wear a seatbelt (and if required use a car seat) when in a vehicle, take care and stay alert
as a pedestrian and wear helmets when on bikes, scooters and skateboards. THINK! – Road safety
If your child needs help in an emergency call 999. If they have a mobile phone ask them to download the
what3words app which will help them give an accurate location. what3words /// The simplest way to talk
about location Calling the emergency services as soon as possible will make sure help gets there as quickly as
possible, but never call 999 as a joke or hoax call. This video is suitable for older children (age 8 plus (462) Stern
Hoax Call Message - YouTube)

You may find these short videos useful to start a conversation with your child:
Foundation and year 1 ( ages 3 – 6 ) Staying Safe (462) Summer Safety Foundation and year 1 - YouTube
Years 2 and 3 (ages 6 – 8) Be Aware and Take Care (462) Summer Safety Year 2 and 3 - YouTube
Years 4,5 & 6 (8 -11 ) Think Firefighter (462) Summer Safety Years 4 5 and 6 - YouTube
Within the education section of the website you can find more resources and activities for children to help discuss the
safety messages: Dorset & Wiltshire Fire Service | Education (dwfire.org.uk)
Dorset & Wiltshire Fire and Rescue Service wish everyone a fun, happy and safe summer.

